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Program of Study
The hallmark of the UC Davis Master of Business Administration (MBA) program is its flexibility. Our STEM-designated program reflects UC Davis' nationally recognized leadership in the STEM fields. Our rigorous curriculum emphasizes quantitative analysis and data-driven decision-making, which will prepare you for leadership roles in STEM fields. Innovative application of data in business decision making has become a highly valued skill demanded by employers—especially here in Northern California and Silicon Valley.

The required core curriculum is designed to provide students foundation in the functional areas of business: accounting, economics, finance, marketing, organizational behavior, statistics, and strategy. These management disciplines are examined through the use of case studies, lectures and the analysis of a few select companies on which to base illustrations and spark discussions. As early as the first year of study, students are able to integrate elective courses into their personal curriculum.

Elective courses at the Graduate School of Management place an emphasis on real-world application of management principles through the use of executive guest speakers who present “live” case study analyses and actual “client” businesses for student projects. Many courses require team projects and emphasize managing by innovation and entrepreneurial thinking. These team projects develop your independent research abilities and hone your presentation skills. With a wide variety of electives offered every year, students can build their own MBA curriculum based on their goals. Most students choose functional concentrations such as:

- Business Analytics and Technologies
- Entrepreneurship
- Finance/Accounting
- Marketing
- Management
- Strategy